WORLD TRAVEL AND TOURISM COUNCIL
PROPOSED PRE-TOUR
RIZAL PROVINCE
CULINARY, ART AND ECO TOUR
DATE

TIME
0600H
0700H

ACTIVITIES
Proceed to Kaulayaw Café, Antipolo City, Rizal
ETA: Kaulayaw Café, Antipolo City
Breakfast
Showcase of Rizal Cuisine
Suman-Making Activity

0900H
0915H

Proceed to Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City
ETA: Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City
Gallery Tour
AM Snack

1100H

Proceed to Flor’s Garden, Antipolo City

REMARKS / DESCRIPTION
Kaulayaw Coffee is a rising homegrown
dining and hangout place in Antipolo,
Rizal. Throngs of locals and weekenders
flock to the three-level building along
Sumulong Highway for the breathtaking
views, astonishing sunset, and some good
time.

Pintô Art Museum is an exhibition space
and contemporary museum located in the
Philippines’ historic pilgrimage city of
Antipolo outside of Manila. The museum
was founded in 2010 to publicly exhibit
the art collection of Filipino neurologist
and patron of the arts, Dr. Joven
Cuanang. The museum (pintô means
door in Filipino) was founded on the
principle that art plays a diplomatic role
in bridging distinctive nationalities,
worldviews, and communities.

1130H

ETA: Flor’s Garden, Antipolo City
Garden Tour
Farm-To-Table Cooking Activity
Lunch

Come to Flor's Garden and Nature Haven
to relax and be refreshed! Renew a sense
of wonder for God's creation and design
for nature. They practice natural farming
and advocate wellness through healing
food. Discover how to care for food that
cares for your body through their Natural
Farming events and seminars. Taste and
feel the goodness for yourself!

1300H
1330H

Proceed to Masungi Georeserve, Baras
ETA: Masungi Georeserve, Baras
Eco Tour
PM Snack

1730H

Proceed to Kape Natividad Roastery and Cafe,
Tanay
Dinner

The ecotourism park, also known as the
Masungi Georeserve, is a locally declared
protected area consisting of 1,623.84 has.
of limestone formation and forests. The
park is characterized by rugged limestone
karst peaks, steep slopes, and
surrounding lush montane rainforests. It
also contains several caves, including the
Yungib ni Ruben (Ruben’s Cave), which
features stalactites and stalagmites
formations.
It is home to a variety of endemic and
critically endangered species of flora and
fauna within its vicinity. Wildlife species
include palm civet cat, black-naped oriole,
pygmy swiftlet, and cloud rat (locally
known as paroot), while floral species
such as jade vine and titan arums, and
Philippine hardwood species such as
narra, molave and tanguili are also
present.
Kape Natividad is a locally-grown coffee
shop that supports local farmers from
Calayan Island, Jolo and Benguet. The
company main purpose is to help small
coffee farmers and other partner farmers
within the Philippines. They only use
locally-produced coffee as part of their
advocacy to introduce the Philippine
Coffee to the world.

1800H
1930H
2000H

ETA: Kape Natividad Roastery and Cafe, Tanay
Dinner
Proceed to Marriot Hotel, Pasay City
ETA: Marriot Hotel, Pasay City
END OF TOUR

